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Aerosol composition can be derived by combining all of 

the previously-mentioned measurements
 Composition is needed to determine the aerosol absorption

 Diffuse-to-global irradiance directly gives this indication of 

aerosol absorption

 The absorption can be used to derive the index of 

refraction

 Index helps determine the aerosol composition
 These data can also be used for closure studies

 Assumptions about the composition are needed to derive 

aerosol size distributions from sky radiance

 Iterative approach between realistic values for distribution 

and composition

 Gives index of refraction from which absorption can be 

derived

Parameter retrievals



Ivanpah Playa average parameters

RRV results are similar



Atmospheric parameters



Use a fire example to illustrate



Smoke periodically covered the sun from Tucson



Aerosol optical depth far exceeded typical values for 

June and July
 Standard deviations of average are 0.05 in optical depth

 Lowest values on June 30 exceed average by 1σ
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Junge Parameter values exceed the average from 2000 

by 1σ
 Junge parameter is more stable in time than the AOD

 Small values at 19 UTC are due to power lines

 Larger Junge values indicate smaller particles
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Can also get high optical depths from cirrus as well but 

this gives small Junge parameter
 Fresh smoke can also give 

large optical depth and 

small Junge parameter

 Transmittance-only data will 

not give a categorical 

answer

Comparison to Cirrus
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Smoke, dust, and clouds

Tougher case

October 29

October 26



Optical depths increased dramatically due to a frontal 

system moved in with strong winds and clouds
 Aerosol amount increased due to blowing dust and clouds

 What about smoke?

Optical depth



Cimel operating during this 

period provides Size 

distributions from almucantar 

scans
 Plots are number densities for 

given particle sizes

 Upper right is Oct.  26 and 

shows a dominance of large 
particles as does Oct.  27

 Note 2nd peak on Oct.  28

Size distributions
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Numerous reports of citizens 

smelling smoke on Oct.  28
 Trajectory analysis by NOAA 

indicated the smoke traveled 

further north by >200 km

 Passive radiometer data shows 

primarily dust and clouds

Smoke presence?
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Data from October 29 

shows possible smoke 

signature

 No reports of smoke on this 

date

 Sizes are more indicative of 

smoke

Smoke Presence?
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